Security Today Announces The Govies Government Security Award Winners for 2021

Dallas, Texas, April 16, 2021 - Security Today magazine, the only integrated product and technology magazine reaching the entire security market and securitytoday.com, the preeminent editorial website for the security industry, has announced the 2021 winners in The Govies Government Security Awards competition. The awards honor outstanding government security products in a variety of categories.

1105 Media launched its government security awards program in 2009. In 2011, this successful program became known as The Govies. Participation in the program was greater than ever this year as government security continues to be an ongoing concern.

“It is apparent that the COVID-19 pandemic had very little affect upon product development and deployment in the government security sector. We have seen a tremendous response from manufacturers who support the government vertical,” said Ralph C. Jensen, editor in chief, Security Today magazine. “We appreciate all the manufacturers who labor diligently to ensure security in the government space, including federal, state, local and Native American jurisdictions. We’re pleased to honor these winners and thank all those who participated in this amazing process.”

An independent panel of judges from the security industry selected the top entries in the 2021 categories and named Platinum and Gold winners using criteria including Features, Innovation, User Friendliness, Interoperability, Quality, Design, Market Opportunity, and Impact in the Security Industry, Technical Advances, and Scalability. The winning entries are:

**Access Control Devices/Peripherals**
Platinum: ASSA ABLOY, HES KS200 Series Server Cabinet Locks
Platinum: CyberLock Inc., CyberLock Flex II
Gold: Safety Technology International (STI), NoTouch Cast Aluminum IR Switch

**Access Control Software/Controllers**
Platinum: SolarWinds Worldwide, LLC, SolarWinds Access Rights Manager 2020.2

**Application Security**
Platinum: Data Theorem, Data Theorem Web Secure
Gold: Parallels, Parallels Remote Application Server (RAS) version 18

**Convergence & Integrated Software & Solutions**
Platinum: TruU, Inc., TruU High Assurance Touchless Identity and Authentication Solution
Gold: Genetec, Inc., Genetec Clearance

**Cyber Defense Solutions**
Platinum: Kingston Technology, IronKey S1000
Gold: AttackIQ, AttackIQ Security Optimization Platform

**Emergency Communication Systems**
Platinum: Rave Mobile Safety, Rave Alert
Platinum: Singlewire Software, InformaCast Fusion with iPAWS
Gold: Aiphone Corporation, IX Series Peer-to-Peer Video Intercom
Gold: Atlas IED, GLOBALCOM.IP
**Employee Screening**  
Platinum: Converus, EyeDetect

**Encryption**  
Platinum: SafeLogic, CryptoComply for HSM  
Gold: Genetec Inc., Genetec Clearance  
Gold: Kingston Technology, IronKey S1000

**Fire & Life Safety**  
Platinum: Potter Electric Signal Company, LLC, Peer-to-Peer Network Cards

**Intelligent Communications**  
Platinum: Rajant Corporation, Rajant ES1 BreadCrumb

**Locks and Locking Systems**  
Platinum: Medeco, Medeco 4 High Security Locking System  
Gold: CyberLock Inc., Generation 2 CyberLock  
Gold: dormakaba USA Inc., 790 RFID

**Mobile Apps**  
Platinum: CheckUps, CheckUps

**Monitoring Solutions**  
Platinum: IPVideo Corporation, HALO Smart Sensor 2.2  

**Network Security**  
Platinum: RedSeal, RedSeal Cloud Security Solution  
Gold: Versa Networks, Versa Secure Access

**Outdoor Perimeter Protection**  
Platinum: Intelligent Security Systems, Under Vehicle Surveillance System  
Gold: D-Fend Solutions, EnforceAir

**Perimeter Protection**  
Platinum: Axis Communications, Inc., AXIS D2110-VE Security Radar  
Platinum: FLIR Systems, Inc., FLIR Elara DX Multispectral PTZ Thermal Cameras  
Gold: Aeroturn LLC, Hardened Zero-Maintenance Turnstiles  
Gold: Nice | HySecurity, HySecurity StrongArm HVM

**Risk Analysis**  
Platinum: Gallagher, Proximity and Contact Tracing Report

**Security & Risk Intelligence**  
Platinum: Axio, Axio360  
Platinum: Everbridge, Everbridge COVID-19 Shield  
Gold: LogRhythm, LogRhythm NextGen SIEM Platform – Version 7.6  
Gold: OnSolve, OnSolve Platform for Critical Event Management

**Storage**  
Platinum: Seagate, Seagate Advanced Distributed Autonomic Protection Technology (ADAPT)  
Gold: Acronis SCS, Acronis SCS Cyber Backup 12.5 Hardened Edition  
Gold: Quantum Corporation, Quantum VS4160

**Unmanned Aerial Solutions (Drones)**  
Platinum: Fortem Technologies, Inc., Fortem DroneHunter V.3
User and Entity Behavior Analytics
Platinum: Securonix, Securonix Next-Gen SIEM

User Authentication/Identification/Credentialing and Management
Platinum: HID Global, HID Element
Gold: IPVideo Corporation, ViewScan 2.0
Gold: Yubico, The YubiKey 5C NFC

Video Analytics
Platinum: BAE Systems, GXP InMotion with Tracking Analytics Software Suite (TASS)
Gold: BriefCam, BriefCam Video Content Analytics Platform

Video Management Systems
Platinum: Identiv, Inc., Velocity Vision

Video Surveillance Cameras – Body Worn
Platinum: Axis Communications, Inc., AXIS W100 Body Worn Camera

Video Surveillance Cameras - HD
Bosch Security and Safety Systems, MIC inteox 7100i

Video Surveillance Cameras - IP
Platinum: Hanwha Techwin America, 3-Channel Multi-Sensor PNM-8082VT
Gold: Axis Communications, Inc., AXIS Q1615-LE Mk III Networking Camera

Video Surveillance Data Storage
Platinum: Pivot3, Acuity 10.5 Intelligent Monitoring and Analytics
Gold: Seagate, SkyHawk AI 18TB

In addition to receiving awards, the winners will be featured on securitytoday.com and highlighted in a future magazine issue.
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